The NEIGHBORHOODS of Digiville

DATA
At the heart of Digiville is the borough of Data where all the action takes place. In addition to the major warehouse district, this thriving downtown area contains the ultra-chic Analytics quarter and is the fastest growing section of Digiville.

BUSINESS OPERATIONS
The Business Operations district includes the key commercial center driving growth and trade in the booming metropolis.

MARKETING
Home to the fashionable digital marketing sector, Marketing has the reputation of being the “fun part” of Digiville with its clever campaigns and viral video promotions but is a significant, hardworking contributor to Digiville’s growth.

WORKFORCE
The working class area of Digiville, the Workforce is a rapidly evolving ward. The area is undergoing extensive renovation as citizens convert from a sedentary routine to a dynamic, vibrant lifestyle.

LEGACY IT
As the older section of Digiville, Legacy IT has many large, expansive estates mingling with pockets of ultra modern villas and up-and-coming housing developments. A key part of Digiville, the Legacy IT borough is a combination of Old World and New World sensibilities.

IOT AND IOT
The IoT (Industrial IoT), once a remote suburb of Digiville, is seeing a tremendous revival as connectivity to the urban centers has been opened up with new communication. Assisted by the emerging IoT district, this sector of Digiville offers a promising future.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Home to many of Digiville’s internal city management services, the Risk Management zone includes the city planning and assessor offices.

The LINES

The Customer Line connects the Customers, Business Operations, DevOps and Marketing districts. The line starts in the Customers district at Customer Portal and Apps station and ends with a connection to the Marketing district at the Digital Marketing station.

The Cyber Line connects the Adversaries and Security Operations districts with ending points in both Legacy IT and Risk Management district. The line starts in the Adversaries district with a connection to the Dark Web. The line splits into the Prevention branch ending in Legacy IT and the Response and Risk branch ending at the Cyber Risk Analytics station and offering transfer to the Risk Management loop.

The Partner Line connects the Partners, Data and Legacy IT districts. The line traverses the city starting with a Business Relationship with Partners and ending with a Connection to Partner IT with stops to transfer to many other lines.

The Workforce Line connects the Workforce, Data and Partners districts. The line starts with a Connection to HR, passes through the Data district and ends with the SaaS Business Applications stations.

The Asset Line connects Legacy IT, Business Operations, Data and Risk Management districts. The line starts in Legacy IT and ends in Risk Management, making stops along the way on each line to pick up transfers.

The IoT and IoT Line connects the IoT and IoT districts with the Digital Product Loop.

The LOOPS

The Compliance Loop connects the Compliance, Regulators and Data districts. Key stops include multiple stations for risk analytics and transfers to other lines.

The Controls Loop connects the Compliance, Regulators, Risk Management, Data and Business Operations districts. Key stops include the Security Stack, Perimeter Defenses, Awareness and Training and Coding Standards.

The Digital Product Loop connects the DevOps and Data districts and also offers the Digital Product Express Loop. Key stops include Digital Product Management, DevSecOps and BICOR stations. The DevOps Express Loop includes high speed nonstop service to the Plan, Code, Build, Test, Deploy, Operate and Monitor stations.

The Risk Loop connects the Risk Management, Data and Business Operations districts. Key stops include multiple stations for risk analytics and transfers to other lines.

The Compliance Loop connects the Compliance, Regulators and Data districts. Key stops include Data Privacy, Regulatory Change, Policy Management, Internal Audit and Compliance Reporting.

The Controls Loop connects the Compliance, Regulators, Risk Management, Data and Business Operations districts. Key stops include the Security Stack, Perimeter Defenses, Awareness and Training and Coding Standards.

The Digital Product Loop connects the DevOps and Data districts and also offers the Digital Product Express Loop. Key stops include Digital Product Management, DevSecOps and BICOR stations. The DevOps Express Loop includes high speed nonstop service to the Plan, Code, Build, Test, Deploy, Operate and Monitor stations.

GRAND ISSUES STATION
The Grand Issues Station is a central station where most Lines and Loops pass through offering transfer services. This main station provides a central, consolidated hub to manage issues identified through Digital Risk Management processes.
Getting around DIGIVILLE

Don't be intimidated by Digiville's complexity and expanse. Getting around the sprawling metropolis of Digiville is easy with the state of the art Digital Risk Management Transit Authority (DRMTA). Offering comfortable, on-time transportation, the DRMTA connects points across the city, making navigation simple and straightforward.

The DRMTA provides six lines and four loops to traverse the city. Since Digiville is such a connected municipality, the DRMTA offers plenty of transfer stations providing many flexible options as you enjoy this cutting-edge metropolitan wonder.